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Liquid-filled
containers hinder
recycling program

HARP TO,

By JanaeAvcry

"Staff doesn't have
the time to sort

rhe University has one ol ihcstron
gesl recycling programs, accord
ing in Sustainability Coordinator
Nick Hennessy, because everj
building on campus has .i rei j
cling container
Hennessy said plasm bottles
are one of the biggest . nmmodi
ties among the collection ol rei .
clables across campus. However
when campus consumei s chouse
to dispose of their hall emply
bottles of liquid thev risk contaminating Ihe entile hag and
lorce the entire bag ol plastic to
be thrown out
I'he recycling center suggests
nut putting lull containers into
recycling, hut Hennessy said the
chances thai the entire bag gets
thrown oul are very slim.
"Staff doesn'l haw the time
to sort through eai h bag of
recyclables foi half-full containers," said Senioi Associate
Director dale Mvanka.
Swanka said if there are large
amounts ol food residue on the
recyclables or it the content of
a bottle spills inside of a bag II
could potentially be thrown out
due to contamination
The campus encourages the
proper recycling ol various mate
rials by providing recycling receptacles for plastic, aluminum cans.
cardboard, office paper and, in
Certain locations, glass. Die mate
rials are then easily sorted.
Freshman Laylee Bechtel said
though she does not stay on cam-

through... for halffull containers."
pus she -si111 recycles plenty of
materials She also said the
Union does ,i good job at having
re< yi ling stations available but
she thinks there could be more,
like,ii
essible recyi ling
area foi papei
I he rei y< ling program at the
University started in 1986 and
Hennessy said the piu„.a;.. ,.
grown even bigger,
>t
Not only doc- tecycling aid irr
consumers using and disposing
ol product- wisely, it also makes
money I'm the University.
Hennessy said the recycled prod
lids collected ai I be University are
then sold to companies hatreirthe matet ials for othei produi'
Hennessy also said students
can take par) in the recycle mania
c ontesi thai starts this week It
is ,, contest thai encourages stu
dents in recyi le the most products at in— campus in ordei to win
prizes foi the school,
Main universities are involved
in the challenge and on i ampus
the competition is between residence halls as well I here is also a
video contesl lor students to enter
where the challenge is to show
your love for recycMug Ihendeo
entry is due today ad the grand
prize is $500.
^^
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Students connect with graduates at
Student Alumni Connection dinner
Event designed to increase alumni involvement with University, current students
ByAlissaON.ill

Alumni and students gathered at
the Mili'ij Alumni Center Friday
nielli for the Student Alumni
Connection's
first
Alumni
Network ( onnection.
TheStudentAlumniConnection
and the Alumni Association hosted the dinner for about 2(i alumni
and 16 students iii mingle, conned and network.
Kala /ink. president of the
Student Alumni Connection, said
the idea of having an alumni dinner
came limn a national conference

tin student alumni organizations
"We were like, 'How great would
ii be in bring the whole University
togethei and really get to meet Iheii
alumni?' because not all alumni gel
I.II e lime with students," /ink said
"So we devised ihis plan to kind ol
bring alumni and students together,
and gel ihem connected back in
the University and get the students
connected with the alumni."
/.ink said the Studenl Alumni
Connection tried to gel a variety
iii alumni to return to campus foi
the dinner so students would have
the opportunity to mod alumni
in fields they may be thinking of

enteringafici ,i graduation.
inled .i vai iely ol alumni.
we wanted as man) students as
possible to l» able In come and
talk in alumni and network with
them.'/inl
Vlordarski graduated from
ihe Universitj in 1991 with two
degrees
one in political s< lence
and Ihe other in I nglish
and
was one ol ihe alumni invited to
the Alumni Network < onnection,
Mordarski said he enjoyed the
opportunity tomeei with students
ALUMNI Page 2

Memorial held for student
shot near Ohio college

Johra
store i

YOU'.' '.'.'.
'•" tuners
remembered a student killed during a shoot■ •• anOfiocoilegeonpusasapeace■ i I a roie crodel
The Vindicator in YoungstOH
ited t.800 people attended a memorial
Hi vice Saturday lor ?S-year-old You": '
State U . lysenKM Jamail Johnson He
was killed last weekend >-> a snooting at a fra
ternity houj«, irty that left It mjjred
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.
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1 shot, seriously hurt at
busy Ohio shopping area
COLUMBUS Wee II
year-old boy was seriously hurt m a shooting
that rattled shoppers at a popular retail center
and followed a dispute at a computer and
electronics store.
The teenager was shot in the head
Saturday night at the busy Easton Town
Center, a development of shops, restaurants
ana a movie theater about 8 miles northeast
of downtown Columbus He remaine.i
cal condition Sunday

'
scene as I
Sgt.OanaN
video footage h

!

tevtew
that have II

The Columbus Dispatch reports police

Dance Marathon raises funds Consumers have responsibilities Prochaska excels in Ypsilanti

What safety feature do you wish you had in your

The University Dane Marathon

Faculty columnist Phil Schuner believes it is not

Senior Lauren Prochaska scored 37 points and 12

hosted the Love Bowl Saturday at the

solely up to the government and companies to

rebounds Saturday as the Falcons defeated Eastern

KAYLA LUTSCH
Senior. Special Education

Intramural Fields to help raise money for

make their products safe, and consumers must

Michigan 69 55. FJG is in first place in the MAC East

"Night vision, for stealth-y mode"

the marathon. See photos | Pag* 3

take responsibility, too | Page 4
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Pa. teen admits
trying to hire hit
man on Facebook
WEST CHESTER. Pa (AP)
- A Chester County teenager

25 injured when
taxi plows into
crowd in San Diego
SAN DIEGO (AP)-A taxi

Police chief: NC
hostage-taker did
not use a gun
CARY.NC.(AP)-

driver who may have passed out

Authorities say a North Carolina

No bond for Ga.
father accused of
killing 2 sons
LAWRENCEVILLE.Ga.(AP)
- A Georgia father accused of

WWWBGNEWS.COM

BGNEWS
WIRE
SOURCES

Fire on WA state
reservation burns
several homes

Pipe 'imperfection'
found after fatal
blast in Pa.
ALLENTOWN. Pa. (AP)

WHITE SWAN. Wash. (AP)Dozens of firefighters battled

- Investigators looking into the

faces 11 to 2? years in prison alter

or fallen asleep plowed slowly

teenager who held several

fatally stabbing two of his sons

a blaze fueled by strong winds

cause of a gas explosion that

agreeing to a plea agreement on

through a crowd on a sidewalk in

people hostage inside a bank

and injuring a third has been

on Washington's Yakama

killed live people in Allentown.

charges he used Facebook to try

a popular restaurant and night-

did not have a gun.

ordered held in jail without bond.

Indian Reservation that dam-

Pa., last week are focusing on an

to hire a hit man to kill a woman

club zone early Saturday, sever-

aged or destroyed 20 homes.

"imperfection" in a pipe near the

Cary Police Chief Pat

Elvis Noe-Garcia was arrested

blast site.

officials said.

who had accused him ol rape

ing the leg of one woman and

Bazemore said at a news confer-

Saturday and charged with two

Nineteen-year-old West

injuring more than two dozen

ence Sunday that 19-year-old

counts of murder and one count

Chester. Pa. resident Corey

other people before some in the

Devon Mitchell of Cary had told

of aggravated assault. He's

one house early Saturday after-

Christian Adams accepted the

crowd beat him. poke said.

hostages inside a bank that he

accused of killing 3-year-old

noon and then spread in the town

houses and set fire to a block

had a gun. He also told a hostage

Bradley Garcia and 1-year-old

of White Swan, bolstered by 40

of homes, killing five people

negotiator that he had a gun

Edward Garcia Bradley's twin

mph winds.

plea agreement Friday on charg-

The crash occurred about 2

es ol rape, criminal solicitation ol

a.m. in the heart ol the busy

murder and other counts.

Gaslamp District as revelers

Mitchell was shot and killed by

were heading home, accord-

officers when he walked out of

who had accused Adams ol

ing to police Sgt. Ray Battnck.

the building holding a red hat to

raping her alter a party called

Witnesses said the cab was trav-

the head ol a hostage

police to point out a posting

eling around IS miles an hour.

In July, a 20-year-old woman

on his Facebook page offering

The 48-year-old cab driver sus-

Bazemore says there was
something concealed inside a red

brother was also wounded.
Gwinnett County Sheriff's Sgt
Douglas McKay said that Noe-

Wednesday night's explo-

The fire apparently started in

sion flattened a pair of row

- including a 4-month-old boy

The blaze raged for most of

and a 16-year-old girl
On Saturday, investiga-

the day.
Early Sunday. Yakima County

Garcia appeared at a hearing

District 5 Fire Chief Brian Vogel

Saturday night and was ordered

told The Associated Press that

held without bond.

the wild land fires had been con-

tors told The Morning Call of
Allentown they were zeroing in
on an abnormality in a section
of pipe.

$500 lor "a girls head." In a later

tained a broken nose after being

toboggan when Mitchell walked

Police found Noe-Garcia with

posting, police said Adams said

beaten by people in the crowd.

into the bank. She says that she

stab wounds Wednesday outside

log decks at one ol the mills were

said workers were to dig up

"he needed this girl knocked off

who also smashed windows on

didn't know what that was. but

a house near Lawrenceville where

still burning.

the section of pipe Sunday

right now."

the taxi. Battrick said Security

that it wasn't a gun.

the dead boys were. The 25-year-

guards from a nearby nightclub

No residents were hurt but

old Noe-Garcia was not married

intervened and detained the

two firefighters were treated for

to their mother and was involved

minor injuries. Sgt George Town

The Daily Local News of West
Chester reports that neither
Adams nor his attorney com-

driver until police arrived, and he

in a dispute with her over custody

was transported to a hospital

of the Yakima County Sheriff's

mented outside court.

of the children.

Office told the AP.

His defense attorney declined
to comment

evacuated and took shelter at the

THURS., FEB. 10
2:33 A.M.
Gina K Nardone. 39. of
Napoleon. Ohio, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near the coiner of West
Wooster Street and Stonegate
Boulevard

FRI..FEB.11
742 P.M.
Steven J Strickland. 47. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired and
possession of drugs within the
900 block of N. Main St.

SAT., FEB. 12
12:01 AM.
Brandon N. Campbell. 19. of
Cleveland, was cited for possession of marijuana within the 1600
block of E, Wooster St.

12:22 A.M.
Allan L. Edwards. 19. of Euclid.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 1600 block of E. Wooster St.

Brett D. Hymore. 19. of Toledo.
was cited for underage under
the influence within the 200
block of Troup Ave.

12:34 A.M.
Evan A, Cyr. 19. of Unwood.
Mass.. was cited for underage
under the influence and disorderly conduct while intoxicated
near the corner of Manville
Avenue and East Wooster
Street.

12:50 A.M.
Estee R Manuel. 19. of Kent.
Ohio; Keonna Shauntice French.
20. of Kent. Ohio; and Sydney
M Rigby. 19. of Akron, were
cited for open container and
underage possession within the
1600 block of E. Wooster St.

1:03 A.M.
Kane Michael Godfrey was
arrested for underage under the
influence, obstructing official
business, and prohibited acts/
using the ID of another within
the 300 block of N. Summit St.

1:49 A.M.
Salvatore Anderzack. 19. of
Sylvania. was cited for underage
under the influence and open
container within the 100 block of

4:20 P.M.
Eric D. Yager. 21. of Bowling
Green, was arrested on a warrant from Lorain County within
the 300 block of Campbell Hill
Road.

2:04 A.M.
Ricardo Cardenas Jr.. 24. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting within the 100 block of N. Main St.

2:36 A.M.
Joshua Scott Wiles. 20. of
Defiance, Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/impeding
traffic and underage under the
influence at City Lot 4.

3:05 A.M.
Marlon Dwayne Young. 21.
of Bluffton. Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 100 block

of N. Main St.

6:34 P.M.
Chad Glendon Hughes. 35. of
Greenwich, Ohio, was cited for
shoplifting after attempting to
take six video game controllers within the 2000 block of E
Wooster St.

be achieved through two
changes, said the offiWASHINGTON — President cial, who spoke on condiBarack Obama's budget tion of anonymity ahead of
plan would cut S100 billion Monday's release of Obama's
from Pell Grants and other 2012 budget. The spending
higher education programs plan applies to the budget
over a decade through belt- year that begins Oct. 1.
tightening and use the savCongress would have to
ings to keep the maximum approve both changes.
college financial aid award
The first proposal would
at $5,550, an administra- end the "year-round Pell"
tion official said.
policy that let students collect
Nearly $90 billion of the two grants in a calendar year,
projected savings would with the second grant used
The Associated Press

for summer school. The official said the costs exceeded
expectations and there was
little evidence that students
cam their degrees any faster.
The change would save
$8 billion next year and
$60 billion over a decade,
the official said,
A second proposal would
reduce loan subsidies for
graduate and professional
students freeing $2 billion
next year and saving $29 billion over 10 years.

Blake A. McGrath. 18, of Toledo.
was arrested for criminal trespass and underage under the
influence within the 100 block of
E. Court St.

1:16 A.M.
Westley A Whaley. 20, of
Prospect. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal trespass, criminal
damaging, underage under the
influence and possession of
marijuana within the 200 block
of N. Prospect St.

From Page 1

and give back to the Bowling
Green student community.
"I think it's a neat concept.
It's a good way to get out
and get those social skills
together," Mordarski said.
Denica Brooks, the graduateadviser for the Student
Alumni Connection, said
the dinner was a great
way for students to socialize and network with the
alumni, and it was also a
way for alumni to stay con-

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

1:21 AM.
Nickole Rose Lay, 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage under the influence and
prohibited acts/using the ID of

903-9351 hurstln
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
•Furnished ^J-y^-V-.
•Starting at ^Sm%S
* utilities
^-v-sy-j-^
•On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
•Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 &424Fraee
I 0 &l II I .Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished .rj-f^'Y•Starting at <o'J*s°°'.•!•••
-2*"" month .
+ Utilities
i—,
• On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

Rebecca M. Ruble, 21. of
Grover Hill. Ohio, was cited
for prohibited acts/lending
ID to another within the 100
block of N Main St

1:38 A.M.
Aaron A. Collins. 19. of Berea,
Ohio, was cited for underage
under the influence within the
100 block of N. Main St.

2:15 A.M.
Sijbren G. Oenema. 23. of New
Bavaria. Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct within the 200
block of N. Main St.

I)

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

Ik 1*1$

UOlt ky,Ou''

The word
"Checkmate" in

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE

chess comes from
the Persian phrase

50 & 5141 . Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
' Furnished
> Starting at
<
-i-utilities
^"n°nm;
•On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
»Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
> Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am 3pm

and will report to the National

nected to the University.
students with alumni.
"I know that a lot of peoZink said she benefited
ple's undergrad experiences from the dinner in more
is huge to them and it was ways than one, and that
the best time of their life," it increased her pride in
Brooks said. "So to be able the University after hearto come back and help other ing the alumni talk about
students in any way, I know how much they loved their
that they love that."
undergraduate experience.
The Student Alumni
"As the Student Alumni
Connection would like Connection president, this
to continue events like is a big deal for us because
the Alumni Connection we've never done this before,
Network in the future, so I think a lot of success is
according to Brooks, and coming from it," Zink said.
there are a variety of "But I also think, as a stusmaller events throughout dent, I'm just learning so
the year that also connect much about BGSU."

FOR FALL 2011
COLUMBIA
COURTS

PUC is running the inspection

12:51 AM.

SUN., FEB. 13

Obama plans Pell Grant cuts ALUMNI
ByDarlen«Sup«rville

block of N. Main St.

1:11 A.M.
Logan G Lipinski. 19. of
Waterville. Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage
possession within the 100 block
of Manville Ave.

12:20 A.M.
Jared R Fries. 19. of Norwalk.
Ohio, was cited for open
container and underage possession within the 100 block of
Manville Ave.

based UGI Utilities Inc., said the

N. Main St.
12:45 A.M.
Ramiro G. Arreola. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal trespass within the 100

11:34 PM.
Jared J. Clady, 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination near
the corner of Pike and North
Enterprise streets.

12:18 A.M.
Jason A. Dean. 23. of Forest,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 900 block of Klotz St.

pipe to a forensics expert.

another within the 100 block of

N. Main St.

2 A.M.
Ryan T. Ball. 20. of Maumee.
was arrested for underage under
the influence, obstructing official
business, prohibited acts and an
active warrant within the 200
block of N. Main St

Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission will then send the

Transportation Safety Board

high school.

12:24 A.M.
Jack X. Adamshick. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
nuisance party within the 200
block of Troup Ave.

and take a closer look. The

A spokesman lor Reading-

Some residents voluntarily
town's ceremonial long house and

BLOTTER

Fire Chief Robert Scheirer

trolled, but thousands of logs on

445 E Woo ' I
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352 0717
wwwgreenbriorrentals com

"Shah Mat", which

^"*§«l«*fc*«*

4I9.3S3.3283

.

means "the king
is dead".

CAMPUS
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Flagged for love
Dance Marathon holds Love Bowl event celebrating Valentine's Day
N*IH»N tLEKONICH

TOP LEFT: Senior Sigma Phi Epsilon member Drew Campbell looks for an open receiver at Saturday afternoon's Love Bowl
held al the Intramural Fields.
BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Daniel Nettleton dodges a defender as he runs down held.

TOP RIGHT: Ladies from Kappa Kappa Gamma snuggle to bring down Megan Leiss ol Alpha Omicron Pi al Saturdays
Love Bowl
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APARTMENTS

TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111113 FlndlayPlkeApts.-P<xtaoe Ohio
2/3bdrms REMODELED.
Garage space/loft style bldg.
1 bath/pets extra
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Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
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1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5800

Avery House Apt*. 326 N. Main St BG
elfuenciQS/lbdrs.
Close lo downtown
1 olt streei parking space per unit

FORUM

I think it's a neat concept. It's a good way to get out and get those social skills together."
-Dan Mordarski. University alumnus, on the Student Alumni Connection networking event [see story, pg. 1].
Monday. February H 2011 4

What safety feature do you wish you had in your car?
"I wish my car didn't
have a safety that
locks me

"Ability to tell me
where I parked it in
Lot 12."

"Autopilot"

"A bubble so I

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion lor
a guestion? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

don't have to stop.'
LAUREN
MCCARTNEY
Senior.
Exercise Science

STEPHANIE DAWSON
S ipnomo'e.
Nursing

BRITTANEYBUZZY.
Nursing

ELISSA BARNES.
Freshman.
Architecture

Government, manufacturers not solely responsible for safety
Consumers should not rely on outside regulation to ensure proper use of products, must exercise common sense, not pass blame on companies
automaker. Two of them
Sticky accelerator pedals
and floor mats -had been
the subject of a number of

went through: nearly $50
million in fines, embarrassing publicity, hundreds of
lawsuits and costly vehicle
recalls. Its profit fell 39% in
the last quarter of 2010.
The winners: I he plaintiff's
trial bar and the consumer
and safety advocate groups
who benefited from all the
free publicity. It should be
noted that the hysteria was
aided and abetted by media
more intent on the next big

recalls and had been fixed.

I he third cause was-how
should I put this? - drivWell, thevi'idid is in: Ibyotas er error. The Feds called
are now safe lo drive, I as) it "pedal misapplications,"
week, the U.S. Departmentol which is bureaucratic
I ransportation announced speak lor "the nut behind
these findings aftei .i 10 the wheel I alliiod was
month study conducted reported to have become
by the National Highway upsei when a reporter
[raffle Safety Administration asked if pedal misapplica(NHTSA and the National tions was a euphemism for
Aeronautics and Space "drivei error."
It's si ill unclear why a
Administration (NASA). I he
cosl of the study amounted drivei caught in this situa
to $1.5 million.
lion could nol simply put the
Recall List year's tales ol car in neutral. That would
woe: some Poyotas sudden- have been an easy solution.)
ly accelerated and caused
NHTSA had received
death and destruction Ray about 3,000 accident reports
LaHood, the U.S. secretary involving Ebyotas in sudnl r/ransportation, advised den acceleration situations.
people in park theii loyotas Included in this numhei
until ihe governmeni had were a reported 93 deaths.
•.in led the problem out.
according to the Christian
I he study concluded Science Monitor. Hut, only
that there were three 5 deaths base actually been
causes nl the sudden confirmed as directly related
acceleration problem thai to mechanical issues.
had plagued the (apanese
Understand what Toyota

story than on the truth. So,
it's not surprising that the
intensity of the furor that
accompanied the initial
disclosure far exceeded the
publicity that accompanied
the study's conclusions. Very
seldom does an organization that broadcasts on the
public airwaves or buys ink
by the barrel and newsprint
by the ton see fit to apologize for ils mistakes.
Some remain unconvinced, loan Claybrook, who
was Nl IT SA head during the
Carter administration and
certainly no friend of the
auto industry, was quoted
by Ihe Wall Street Journal as

WEAK SAUCE

saying of the study, "I think — and handled accordingly. 100 living and functioning
it's a failure of evaluation Some even fail to distinguish brain cells.
What is a mystery is the
because there are so many between an accelerator and a
cases where there was no brake pedal. Put simply, peo- fact that some continue to
problem with the floor mat ple are largely responsible for believe that government
and it was clear the vehicle their actions and for Ihe con- • at any level - will protect
had run away on its own. sequences that spring from them from all the misforIt has to be some vehicle them. Government is not — tunes of this world. From
related malfunction. The and should not be — respon- Obamacare to Federal subfailure to find that is a fail- sible for protecting us from sidies for alternative energy,
from No Child Left Behind
ure of analysis."
our own stupidity.
Evidently Ms. Claybrook
This is not to say that to the federal regulation of
has never beard of Occam's manufacturers should be soft drinks in schools, the
razor, a principle that states held harmless for their mis- evidence is becoming clearthat the simplest explana- takes. Toyota has admit- er and clearer to anyone
tions are usually the most ted and fixed the problems willing to examine it withaccurate. Her line of "rea- relating to floor mats and out preconceived notions
and bias: No one can lake
soning." to give it a term sticky accelerators.
more generous than it merits,
But for the last fortyyears, better care of the individual
is consistent with the fun- there has been an unremit- than the individual.
Many of these programs
damental liberal assump- ting war by liberal groups
lion that people are victims, and their lap dogs in the were started with the best
purposely kept ignorant and halls of government against of intentions. But the road
manipulated by big, evil cor- the auto industry. Seatbelt lo hell is paved with good
porations, and (hat govern- interlock systems, impact intentions. There is certainly
ment's job is to protect them. resistant bumpers and a a place for government, but
They just simply don't host of other regulations let's make sure we truly need
get it. Consumers do stupid have made the automobile it, that the long-term benefits
things. They use tobacco, perhaps the most regulated outweigh the costs, and that
overconsume food and alco- consumer item in existence. it's competent to do the job.
holic drinks, don't use com- The reasons why the cost
mon sense and fail to treat of an automobile has risen
hot coffee from a fast food so sharply should not be a
Respond to Phil at
restaurant as — well, hot mystery to anyone who has
tlieiiews<f>>hgiiem.coni
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
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Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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In response to the Feb.
11 column "Smokers should
not be stripped of liberties":
1) "That the only purpose for which power can
be rightfully exercised over
any member of a civilized
community, against his
will, is to prevent harm
lo others" is the principal
foundation of the restrictions on smoking in public
places. The harm caused
by secondhand smoke is
well-documented (www.
cancer.gov/cancertopics/
factsheet/Tobacco/BTS for
one resource on this), so
the restrictions on smoking in an attempt to prevent
harm to others fall neatly
within this statement.
2) The column discusses
the liberty of smokers to
make the choice to smoke,
but what about the liberty
of a non-smoker to breathe

smoke-free air? liven at the
University with the smoking policy we have. I routinely walk through smoky
air in transit from one
building to another, 1 have
no choice but to breathe
the smoke-laden air. So the
argument about liberties
goes both ways; the freedom to choose TO smoke
denies others the freedom
to choose NOT to breathe
smoke-free air. So it is not
a single liberty at stake
here, rather a balancing
act between two liberties which are essentially mutually exclusive in
public places (and in a
smoker's home when children are involved, who
protects the liberty of the
children to even MAK1:
the choice between smoking and non-smoking?).
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Somali pirates
hijack ship with 23
crew members
NAIROBI. Kenya (AP)
- Somali pirates hijacked a ship
with 25 crew, and a Danish warship freed a hijacked Yemeni
fishing vessel that had been
held for nearly a year, maritime
authorities said Sunday.
The Maltese-flagged bulk
carrier MV Sinin had 15 Iranians
and 10 Indians onboard when it
came under attack Saturday, the
European Union Naval Force
said. The ship subsequently lost
communications and a maritime
patrol aircraft photographed two
skiffs onboard the vessel The
MV Sinin was taken about 550
miles (560 kilometers) east of
Masirah in Oman.
In a separate incident, a
Danish warship freed a hijacked
fishing vessel and arrested
16 suspected Somali pirates.
NATO said.
The HDMSEsbern Snare
stopped a suspicious vessel with
two skif Is on deck The warship
fired warning shots and sent a
boarding party to the hijacked
Yemeni vessel.
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Greek police
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Lebanese militant
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18 items missing
from Egyptian
Museum

2 Filipino soldiers,
5 militants killed
in clash

ATHENS. Greece (AP)
- Greek police say they have
arrested a Palestinian man
suspected of belonging to an
al-Qaida-mspired militant group
in Lebanon.

JERUSALEM (AP)-The
U.S. military chief has met the
incoming Israeli military commander at a time when turmoil
in Egypt has left other nations
in the region nervous.

A police spokesman said
Sunday that Galeb Taleb
was arrested "for national
security reasons."

Adm. Mike Mullen, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
is visiting Israel briefly for talks
apparently aimed at reassuring
Israel, which is concerned about
instability in Egypt and the future
of a 1979 peace treaty.

CAIRO (AP)-A full inventory of the Egyptian Museum has
found that looters escaped with
18 items during the anti-government unrest, including two gilded
wooden statues of famed boy
king Tutankhamun. the antiquities chief said Sunday

ZAMBOANCAPhilippines
(AP) - Army troops captured
a jungle encampment of
al-Qaida-linked Abu Sayyaf
gunmen and killed five militants in a gunbattle that also
left two soldiers dead in the
southern Philippines, officials
said Sunday

GUADALAJARA. Mexxo
- Armed men opened fire and
hurled a grenade into a crowded
nightclub early Saturday, killing
six people and wcundmg at
least 57 in a western city whose
former tranquility has been
shattered by escalating battles
among drug cartels

Among the militants reportedly killed in Saturday's clash
near mountainous Sumisip town
on Basilan island was Juhaiber
Alamsirul. a close aide of Abu
Sayyaf commander Nurhassan
Jamiri, who has been blamed
for beheadings and kidnappings.
regional military spokesman Lt.
Col. Randolph Cabangbang said.

The attack in Mexico's second-largest municipality took
place just hours after a shootout
between soldiers and presumed
cartel gunmen left eight people.
including an innocent driver.
dead in the northeastern city of
Monterrey. Monterrey is Mexicos
third-largest city.

Taleb had been identified
in a Saturday report by Italian
newspaper Corriere delta Sera as
a member of Fatah al-lslam. The
newspaper further alleged that
Taleb is a ringleader of a group
of extremists whose members
are located in Northern Europe.
Germany. France and Bulgaria.
Greek police say their
counterterrorism services had
been following Taleb. and they
decided to arrest him when the
article appeared because they
suspected he was going to flee
the country.

Mullen met the incoming
Israeli military chief of staff.
Benny Ganu. who was approved
by Israel s Cabinet on Sunday
and lakes over Monday Mullen
has talks scheduled with Israels
deiense minister and president.
The US commander arrived
in Israel from Jordan, where he
met King Abdullah II. The king
replaced his Cabinet in response
to demonstrations triggered by
the mass protests in Egypt.

CAIRO — Egypt's military
rulers took sweeping action
to dismantle the autocratic
legacy of former President
Hosni Mubarak on Sunday,
dissolving parliament, suspending the constitution and
promising elections in moves
cautiously welcomed by prodemocracy protesters.
The caretaker government,
backed by the military, said
restoring security after the
18-day uprising that ousted
Mubarak was a top priority
even as labor unrest reflected
one of the many challenges
of steering the Arab world's
biggest nation toward stability and democracy.
Egypt's upheaval was also
splintering into a host of
smaller grievances, the inevitable outcome of emboldened citizens feeling free to
speak up, most of them for
the first time.
They even included about
2,000 police, widely hated
for brutality and corruption under Mubarak, who
marched It) the Interior
Ministry to demand better
pay and conditions. They
passed through the pro-

MECCA
Management Inc.

The 18-day uprising that forced
out President Hosni Mubarak
engulfed the areas around the
museum, on the edge of Cairo's
Tahnr Square. On Jan. 28. as protesters clashed with police early
on in the turmoil and burned
down the adjacent headquarters
of Mubarak's ruling party, a
handful of looters climbed a fire
escape to the museum roof and
lowered themselves on ropes
from a glass-paneled ceiling onto
the museum's top floor.
Around 70 objects - many
of them small statues - were
damaged, but until Sundays
announcement, it was not known
whether anything was missing.
Antiquities Minister Zahi
Hawass said the museum's database department determined 18
objects were gone. Investigators
searching for those behind the
thefts were questioning dozens
of people arrested over several
days after last month s break-in

Action follows President Mubarak's resignation amid mass protests
The Associated Press

6 dead, 37 injured
in attack on
Mexican nightclub

US military chief
meets new Israeli
commander

Egypt's new military rulers
dissolve parliament
By Mricjfjii' Michael. Sarah El
D.eb
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test camp at Tahrir Square,
where demonstrators hurled
insults at them, callingthem
"pigs" and "dogs."
Egypt's state news agency
said hanks will be closed
Monday due to strikes and
Tuesday for a public holiday.
Dozens of employees protested against alleged corruption
at the state television building, which broadcast proMubarak messages during
the massive demonstrations
against his rule.
The caretaker government met for the first time,
and employees removed a
huge picture of Mubarak in
the meeting room before
they convened.
The crowds in the protest
encampment that became a
symbol of defiance against
the government thinned out
Sunday — the first working day since the regime fell.
Traffic flowed through the
downtown crossroads for t he
first time in weeks. Troops
cleared most of the makeshift tents and scuffled with
holdout activists.
The protesters have been
pressing the ruling military council, led by Defense
Minister Hussein Tantawi,
to immediately move forward with the transition by

appointing a presidential
council, dissolving the parliament and releasing political prisoners. Thousands
have remained in Tahrir
Square and some want to
keep up the pressure for
immediate steps by the
council such as the repeal of
repressive emergency laws
that give police broad power.
As Egypt embarked on its
new path — one of great hope
but also deep uncertainty —
the impact of its historic revolt
as well as an earlier uprising
in Tunisia was evident in a
region where democratic
reform has made few inroads.
Yemeni police on Sunday
clashed with protesters
seeking the ouster of the
U.S.-backed president, and
opposition groups planned a
rally in Bahrain on Monday.
Demonstrators have also
pushed for change in Jordan
and Algeria, inspired by the
popular revolt centered in
downtown Cairo.
While some protesters
said they are willing to give
the ruling council a chance
to fulfill pledges to move the
nation toward democracy,
communication between
their movement and the military appears to be minimal or
non-existent.

Two army scout rangers
were killed and frve others were
wounded in the three-hour clash
involving about 50 militants near
the village of Baiwas. Troops
captured an Abu Sayyaf encampment, where they found bunkers.
a hand-held radio and rebel
belongings. Cabangbang said.
Troops have been searching
for Jamiri. who was reportedly
wounded in a Basilan clash last

In the Guadalajara attack.
assailants in a Jeep Cherokee
and a taxi drove up to the
Butter Club, located in a bar
and restaurant district popular with young people, and
sprayed it with bullets.
Some of the men then got out
of the taxi and threw a grenade
into the nightclub entrance, said
a police official, who spoke to
news media at the scene and left
without giving his name
-Arturo Perez (AP)

Yemen army fights political protesters
US expresses concern uprising will lead to increased terrorist activity
By Ahmed Alh.ij
The Associated Press

SANAA, Yemen — Yemeni
police armed with sticks
and daggers on Sunday beat
back thousands of protesters marching through the
capital in a third straight day
of demonstrations calling
for political reforms and the
resignation of the country's
U.S.-allied president.
The protests have mushroomed since crowds gathered Friday to celebrate the
ouster of Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak after an 18day revolt fueled by similar
grievances. Yemen is one
of several countries in the
Middle East feeling the aftershocks of pro-reform uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia.
Police used truncheons to
stopprotesters.manyoftnem
university students, from
reaching the capital's central 1 lada Square. Witnesses
said plainclothes policemen
wielding daggers and sticks
also joined security forces in
driving the protesters back.
The Ministry of Interior
called on people not to
heed "suspicious calls for
chaos" and to avoid rallies which "obstruct the
course of daily life."
Yemen's president Ali
Abdullah Saleh also post-

poned a trip to Washington
scheduled for next month
due to the "circumstances in
the country," the state news
agency reported.
Much is at stake in Yemen
— a deeply troubled nation
strategically located at the
mouth of the Red Sea and
next door to the world's largest oil reserves. Saleh's weak
government is already under
pressure from a southern separatist movement
and disaffected tribesmen
around the country.
The U.S., however, is
most worried about an
al-Qaida offshoot that
has taken root in Yemen's
mountains in the last few
years and used it as a haven
to plot attacks beyond the
country's borders, including the failed attempt to
blow up a U.S.-bound airliner in December 2009 by
an attacker with a bomb
sewn into his underwear.
Saleh — in power for
three decades — is quietly
cooperating with the U.S. in
efforts to battle the al-Qaida
franchise, but his government exercises limited
control in the tribal areas
beyond the capital. The U.S.
is funneling him military
aid and training.
The country's security
forces, however, are already

stretched thin on two other
fronts: Since 2004. they have
struggled to contain a serious rebellion in the north by
members of the Zaidi sect
of Shia Islam who complain
of neglect and discrimination. At the same time, police
and army forces are clashing
with a secessionist movement in southern Yemen,
which was a separate country until 1990.
Now, the protests calling
for the president's ouster
over corruption allegations
and other complaints are
adding another serious challenge to the list.
Opposition parties set
several conditions for joining talks with the government, including a definitive
timetable for "constitutional,
legal and economic reforms."
The parties also demanded that Saleh remove his
sons and other relatives
from army, security and
government posts.
Saleh has tried to defuse
the unrest by promising not
to run again when his term
ends in 2013 and guaranteeing that he will not seek to
pass power on to his son.
Several people were
injured in Sunday's demonstrations, and police
detained 2.\ protesters, witnesses said.
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"I wish my car didn't
have a safely that
locks me out"

What safety feature do you wish you had in your car?

"Ability to tell me

"Autopilot."

"A bubble so I

where I parked it in

fc

don't have to stop"

Have your own take on

Lot 12."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

LAUREN
MCCARTNEY
Senior,
Exercise Science

STEPHANIE DAWSON
Sophomore.
Nursing

BRITTANEY BUZZY.
Nursing

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

ELISSA BARNES.
Freshman.
Architecture

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Government, manufacturers not solely responsible for safety
Consumers should not rely on outside regulation to ensure proper use of products, must exercise common sense, not pass blame on companies

Well, the verdict is in: Toyotas
are now safe to drive. Last
week, the U.S. Department of
Transportation announced
these findings after a 10month study conducted
by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA). The
COS) of the study amounted
to $1.5 million.
Recall last year's tales of
woe: some Toyotas suddenly accelerated and caused
death and destruction. Kay
LaHood, the U.S. secretary
of Transportation, advised
people to park their Toyotas
until the government had
sorted the problem out.
The study concluded
that there were three
causes of the sudden
acceleration problem that
hail plagued the lapanese

automaker. Two of them
— sticky accelerator pedals
and floor mats — had been
the subject of a number of
recalls and had been fixed.
The third cause was - how
should I put this? - driver error. The Feds called
it "pedal misapplications,"
which is bureaucratic
speak for "the nut behind
the wheel." LaHood was
reported to have become
upset when a reporter
asked if "pedal misapplications" was a euphemism for
"driver error."
(It's still unclear why a
driver caught in this situation could not simply put the
car in neutral. That would
have been an easy solution.)
NHTSA had received
about 3.000 accident reports
involving Toyotas in sudden acceleration situations.
Included in this number
were a reported 93 deaths,
according to the Christian
Science Monitor. But, only
5 deaths have actually been
confirmed as directly related
to mechanical issues.
Understand what Toyota

went through: nearly $50
million in fines, embarrassing publicity, hundreds of
lawsuits and costly vehicle
recalls. Its profit fell 39% in
the last quarter of 2010.
The winners: the plaintiff's
trial bar and the consumer
and safety advocate groups
who benefited from all the
free publicity. It should be
noted that the hysteria was
aided and abetted by media
more intent on the next big
story than on the truth. So,
it's not surprising that the
intensity of the furor that
accompanied the initial
disclosure far exceeded the
publicity that accompanied
the study's conclusions. Very
seldom does an organization that broadcasts on the
public airwaves or buys ink
by the barrel and newsprint
by the ton see fit to apologize for its mistakes.
Some remain unconvinced. Joan Claybrook. who
was Nl ITSA head during the
Carter administration and
certainly no friend of the
auto industry, was quoted
by the Wall Street Journal as

WEAK SAUCE

saying of the study, "I think
it's a failure of evaluation
because there are so many
cases where there was no
problem with the floor mat
and it was clear the vehicle
had run away on its own.
It has to be some vehicle
related malfunction. The
failure to find that is a failure of analysis."
Evidently Ms. Claybrook
has never heard of Occam's
razor, a principle that states
that the simplest explanations are usually the most
accurate. Her line of "reasoning," to give it a term
more generous than it merits,
is consistent with the fundamental liberal assumption that people are victims,
purposely kept ignorant and
manipulated by big, evil corporations, and that government's job is to protect them.
They just simply don't
get it. Consumers do stupid
things. They use tobacco,
overconsume food and alcoholic drinks, don't use common sense and fail to treat
hot coffee from a fast food
restaurant as — well, hot

— and handled accordingly.
Some even fail to distinguish
between an accelerator and a
brake pedal. Put simply, people are largely responsible for
their actions and for the consequences that spring from
them. Government is not —
and should not be — responsible for protecting us from
our own stupidity.
This is not to say that
manufacturers should be
held harmless for their mistakes. Toyota has admitted and fixed the problems
relating to floor mats and
sticky accelerators.
But for the last forty years,
there has been an unremitting war by liberal groups
and their lap dogs in the
halls of government against
the auto industry. Seatbelt
interlock systems, impact
resistant bumpers and a
host of other regulations
have made the automobile
perhaps the most regulated
consumer item in existence.
The reasons why the cost
of an automobile has risen
so sharply should not be a
mystery to anyone who has

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

100 living and functioning
brain cells.
What is a mystery is the
fact that some continue to
believe that government
- at any level - will protect
them from all the misfortunes of this world. From
Obamacare to Federal subsidies for alternative energy,
from No Child Left Behind
to the federal regulation of
soft drinks in schools, the
evidence is becoming clearer and clearer to anyone
willing to examine it without preconceived notions
and bias: No one can take
better care of the individual
than the individual.
Many of these programs
were started with the best
of intentions. But the road
to hell is paved with good
intentions. There is certainly
a place for government, but
let's make sure we truly need
it, that the long-term benefits
outweigh the costs, and that
it's competent to do the job.
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Did you know that in West Virginia, if you run over an animal,
you can legally take it home and cook It for dinner!

SPEAK YOUR MIND

smoke-free air? Even at the
University with the smoking policy we have, I rouIn response to the Feb. tinely walk through smoky
11 column "Smokers should air in transit from one
not be stripped of liberties": building to another, 1 have
1) "That the only pur- no choice but to breathe
pose for which power can the smoke-laden air. So the
be rightfully exercised over argument about liberties
any member of a civilized goes both ways; the freecommunity, against his dom to choose TO smoke
will, is to prevent harm denies others the freedom
to others" is the principal to choose NOT to breathe
foundation of the restric- smoke-free air. So it is not
tions on smoking in public a single liberty at stake
places. The harm caused here, rather a balancing
by secondhand smoke is act between two liberwell-documented (www. ties which are essentialcancer.gov/cancertopics/ ly mutually exclusive in
factsheet/Tobacco/ETS for public places (and in a
one resource on this), so smoker's home when chilthe restrictions on smok- dren are involved, who
ing in an attempt to prevent protects the liberty of the
harm to others fall neatly children to even MAKE
within this statement.
the choice between smok2) The column discusses ing and non-smoking?).
the liberty of smokers to
make the choice to smoke,
Allen Rogel
but what about the liberty
Instructor in Pfiysics and
of a non-smoker to breathe
Astronomy
Chancu lhj.i mn
Amcrlcin llv«
within SO mim of
wham t*t«y
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letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are
subject to review and editing for
length and clarity before printing.
The editor may change the headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol Th« BG News
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Somali pirates
hijack ship with 23
crew members
NAIROBI. Kenya (AP)
- Somali pirates hijacked a ship
with 23 crew, and a Danish warship freed a hijacked Yemeni
fishing vessel that had been
held for nearly a year, maritime
authorities said Sunday.
The Maltese-flagged bulk
carrier MV Sinin had 15 Iranians
and 10 Indians onboard when it
came under attack Saturday, the
European Union Naval Force
said The ship subsequently lost
communications and a maritime
patrol aircraft photographed two
skiffs onboard the vessel The
MV Sinin was taken about 350
miles (560 kilometers) east of
Masirah in Oman.
In a separate incident, a
Danish warship freed a hijacked
fishing vessel and arrested
16 suspected Somali pirates.
NATO said
The HDMSEsbern Snare
stopped a suspicious vessel with
two skiffs on deck The warship
fired warning shots and sent a
boarding party to the hijacked
Yemeni vessel
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Greek police
arrest suspected
Lebanese militant
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US military chief
meets new Israeli
commander

18 items missing
from Egyptian
Museum

2 Filipino soldiers,
5 militants killed
in clash

ATHENS. Greece (AP)
- Greek police say they have
arrested a Palestinian man
suspected of belonging to an
al-Qaida-inspued militant group
in Lebanon.

JERUSALEM (AP)-The
U.S. military chief has met the
incoming Israeli military commander at a time when turmoil
in Egypt has left other nations
in the region nervous

A police spokesman said
Sunday that Galeb Taleb
was arrested "for national
security reasons "

Adm. Mike Mullen, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
is visiting Israel briefly for talks
apparently aimed at reassuring
Israel, which is concerned about
instability in Egypt and the future
of a 1979 peace treaty.

CAIRO (AP)-A full inventory of the Egyptian Museum has
found that looters escaped with
18 items during the anti-government unrest, including two gilded
wooden statues of famed boy
king Tutankhamun, the antiquities chief said Sunday

ZAMBOANGAPhilippines
(AP) - Army troops captured
a jungle encampment of
al-Qaida-linked Abu Sayyaf
gunmen and killed five militants in a gunbattle that also
left two soldiers dead in the
southern Philippines, officials
said Sunday.

GUADALAJARA. Mexico
- Armed men opened fire and
hurled a grenade into a crowded
nightclub early Saturday, killing
six people and wounding at
least 37 in a western city whose
former tranquility has been
shattered by escalating battles
among drug cartels.

Among the militants reportedly killed in Saturday's clash
near mountainous Sumisip town
on Basilan island was Juhaiber
Alamsirul. a close aide of Abu
Sayyaf commander Nurhassan
Jamiri. who has been blamed
for beheadings and kidnappings.
regional military spokesman Lt.
Col. Randolph Cabangbang said.

The attack in Mexico's second-largest municipality took
place just hours after a shootout
between soldiers and presumed
cartel gunmen left eight people.
including an innocent driver.
dead in the northeastern city of
Monterrey. Monterrey is Mexicos
third-largest city.

Taleb had been identified
in a Saturday report by Italian
newspaper Corriere della Sera as
a member of Fatah al-lslam. The
newspaper further alleged that
Taleb is a ringleader of a group
of extremists whose members
are located in Northern Europe.
Germany. France and Bulgaria.
Greek police say their
counterterrorism services had
been following Taleb. and they
decided to arrest him when the
article appeared because they
suspected he was going to flee
the country.

Mullen met the incoming
Israeli military chief of staff.
Benny Gantz. who was approved
by Israel's Cabinet on Sunday
and takes over Monday. Mullen
has talks scheduled with Israel's
defense minister and president.
The US commander arrived
in Israel from Jordan, where he
met King Abdullah II. The king
replaced his Cabinet in response
to demonstrations triggered by
the mass protests in Egypt.

Action follows President Mubarak's resignation amid mass protests
The Associated Press

CAIRO — Egypt's military
rulers took sweeping action
to dismantle the autocratic
legacy of former President
Hosni Mubarak on Sunday,
dissolving parliament, suspending the constitution and
promising elections in moves
cautiously welcomed by prodemocracy protesters.
The caretaker government,
backed by the military, said
restoring security after the
18-day uprising that ousted
Mubarak was a top priority
even as labor unrest reflected
one of the many challenges
of steering the Arab world's
biggest nation toward stability and democracy.
Egypt's upheaval was also
splintering into a host of
smaller grievances, the inevitable outcome of emboldened citizens feeling free to
speak up, most of them for
the first time.
They even included about
2,000 police, widely hated
for brutality and corruption under Mubarak, who
marched to the Interior
Ministry to demand better
pay and conditions. They
passed through the pro-

The 18-day uprising that forced
out President Hosni Mubarak
engulfed the areas around the
museum, on the edge of Cairo's
Tahrir Square. On Jan. 28, as protesters clashed with police early
on in the turmoil and burned
down the adjacent headquarters
of Mubarak's ruling party, a
handful of looters climbed a fire
escape to the museum roof and
lowered themselves on ropes
from a glass-paneled ceiling onto
the museum's top floor.
Around 70 objects - many
of them small statues - were
damaged, but until Sunday's
announcement, it was not known
whether anything was missing.
Antiquities Minister Zaru
Hawass said the museum's database department determined 18
objects were gone. Investigators
searching for those behind the
thefts were questioning dozens
of people arrested over several
days after last month's break-in

Egypt's new military rulers
dissolve parliament
By Maggl. Michael. Sarah El
D..b
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test camp at Tahrir Square,
where demonstrators hurled
insults at them, calling them
"pigs" and "dogs."
Egypt's state news agency
said banks will be closed
Monday due to strikes and
Tuesday for a public holiday.
Dozens of employees protested against alleged corruption
at the state television building, which broadcast proMubarak messages during
the massive demonstrations
against his rule.
The caretaker government met for the first time,
and employees removed a
huge picture of Mubarak in
the meeting room before
they convened.
The crowds in the protest
encampment that became a
symboi of defiance against
the government thinned out
Sunday — the first working day since the regime felL
Traffic flowed through the
downtown crossroads for the
first time in weeks. Troops
cleared most of the makeshift tents and scuffled with
holdout activists.
The protesters have been
pressing the ruling military council, led by Defense
Minister Hussein Tantawi,
to immediately move forward with the transition by

appointing a presidential
council, dissolving the parliament and releasing political prisoners. Thousands
have remained in Tahrir
Square and some want to
keep up the pressure for
immediate steps by the
council such as the repeal of
repressive emergency laws
that give police broad power.
As Egypt embarked on its
new path—one of great hope
but also deep uncertainty —
the impact of its historic revolt
as well as an earlier uprising
in Tunisia was evident in a
region where democratic
reform has made few inroads.
Yemeni police on Sunday
clashed with protesters
seeking the ouster of the
U.S.-backed president, and
opposition groups planned a
rally in Bahrain on Monday.
Demonstrators have also
pushed for change in lordan
and Algeria, inspired by the
popular revolt centered in
downtown Cairo.
While some protesters
said they are willing to give
the ruling council a chance
to fulfill pledges to move the
nation toward democracy,
communication between
their movement and the military appears to be minimal or
non-existent.

Two army scout rangers
were killed and five others were
wounded in the three-hour clash
involving about 30 militants near
the village of Baiwas. Troops
captured an Abu Sayyaf encampment, where they found bunkers.
a hand-held radio and rebel
belongings. Cabangbang said.
Troops have been searching
for Jamiri, who was reportedly
wounded in a Basilan clash last

6 dead, 37 injured
in attack on
Mexican nightclub

In the Guadalajara attack.
assailants in a Jeep Cherokee
and a taxi drove up to the
Butter Club, located in a bar
and restaurant district popular with young people, and
sprayed it with bullets.
Some of the men then got out
of the taxi and threw a grenade
into the nightclub entrance, said
a police official, who spoke to
news media at the scene and left
without giving his name.
- Arturo Perez (AP)

Yemen army fights political protesters
US expresses concern uprising will lead to increased terrorist activity
By Ahmad Alhaj
The Associated Press

SANAA, Yemen — Yemeni
police armed with sticks
and daggers on Sunday beat
back thousands of protesters marching through the
capital in a third straight day
of demonstrations calling
for political reforms and the
resignation of the country's
U.S.-allied president.
The protests have mushroomed since crowds gathered Friday to celebrate the
ouster of Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak after an 18day revolt fueled by similar
grievances. Yemen is one
of several countries in the
Middle East feeling the aftershocks of pro-reform uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia.
Police used truncheons to
stop protesters, many of them
university students, from
reaching the capital's central Hada Square. Witnesses
said plainclothes policemen
wielding daggers and sticks
also joined security forces in
driving the protesters back.
The Ministry of Interior
called on people not to
heed "suspicious calls for
chaos" and to avoid rallies which "obstruct the
course of daily life."
Yemen's president Ali
Abdullah Saleh also post-

poned a trip to Washington
scheduled for next month
due to the "circumstances in
the country," the state news
agency reported.
Much is at stake in Yemen
— a deeply troubled nation
strategically located at the
mouth of the Red Sea and
next door to the world's largest oil reserves. Saleh's weak
government is already under
pressure from a southern separatist movement
and disaffected tribesmen
around the country.
The U.S., however, is
most worried about an
al-Qaida offshoot that
has taken root in Yemen's
mountains in the last few
years and used it as a haven
to plot attacks beyond the
country's borders, including the failed attempt to
blow up a U.S.-bound airliner in December 2009 by
an attacker with a bomb
sewn into his underwear.
Saleh — in power for
three decades — is quietly
cooperating with the U.S. in
efforts to battle the al-Qaida
franchise, but his government exercises limited
control in the tribal areas
beyond the capital. The U.S.
is funneling him military
aid and training.
The country's security
forces, however, are already

stretched thin on two other
fronts: Since 2004, they have
struggled to contain a serious rebellion in the north by
members of the Zaidi sect
of Shia Islam who complain
of neglect and discrimination. At the same time, police
and army forces are clashing
with a secessionist movement in southern Yemen,
which was a separate country until 1990.
Now, the protests calling
for the president's ouster
over corruption allegations
and other complaints are
adding another serious challenge to the list.
Opposition parties set
several conditions for joining talks with the government, including a definitive
timetable for "constitutional,
legal and economic reforms."
The parties also demanded that Saleh remove his
sons and other relatives
from army, security and
government posts.
Saleh has tried to defuse
the unrest by promising not
to run again when his term
ends in 2013 and guaranteeing that he will not seek to
pass power on to his son.
Several people were
injured in Sunday's demonstrations, and police
detained 23 protesters, witnesses said.
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MAC Player of the
Year conversation
should end with
Lauren Prochaska

TYLEB SMILE

TOUGH SHOT:

HiKjHItV'..

wren Pr«hada pun up a one-handed shot o«ef Eastern Michigan's Cassie Shrock during BG's 60-55 win Saturday Pnxhaska finished with a game-high 57 points and 12 rebounds.

Prochaska's 37 points, 12 rebounds gives
Falcons eighth consecutive 20-win season
By Paul B.imry
Sports Editor

iTSILAN u. Mich. - The BG women's basketball
team has been through this before, and Saturday
the Falcons set a Mid-American Conference
record because of it
I he Falcons' 60-55 win ai Eastern Michigan
gave them their 20th win (if the season - the
team's eighth straight 20-win season -surpassing
Kent Stale's seven straight 20-win seasons from
1995-96 through 2001-02.
We're excited about the position we put ourselves in to try to win a seventh straight division
title," said BG coach Curt Miller.
Miller hud a combined record of 21-35 in his
first two seasons as coach of the Falcons, but

SPORTS
BRIEF
Pettigrew breaks school
record in 60 meter dash

went 21-1(1 in 2OO3-04,23-8 in 2001-05 and won at
leas! 26 games in each of the next five years.
At 20-4 this season, BG has won at least 20
games for (he Kith time in school history, which
is also a MAC record.
The Falcons, who are 8-3 in conference
play, are in sole possession of first place in
the MAC Hast after Ken( Slate lost at Central
Michigan on Saturday.
BG is a game ahead of the Golden Flashes and
two games in front of third place Buffalo.

Falcon fans, which filled most of the lower bowl
behind the players' benches.
"I want to thank our fans for their tremendous
support at today's game,'' Miller said. "We had
some supporters who worked hard to organize
a large contingent of fans (o make (he (rip to
Eastern, and we certainly appreciate (heir efforts.
The fans played a big role in helping us come from
behind to ge( the win today.
Throughout (he game, chants of "B-G-S-U" circulated the arena, which made it feel like a home
game for (he Falcons.
Sea of Orange
"It was great," BG guard I am en Prochaska said.
All fans wearing a red shirt were admitted free "Our fans t ravel really well and we appreciate what
to the game, but orange was the dominant color they do for us. Without them today I don't (hink

at the Convocation Canter.

Men's basketball drops
final cross-divisional game
IJOrf.Sl.lfl

Track and field sophomore Jeanette
Pettigrew broke the BG record in the 60 meter
dash Saturday as the Falcons competed at the
Akron Invitational.
Pettigrew's time of 7.47 seconds broke the
school's previous mark of 751 seconds, set m
2007. Her time also is the second-best mark this
season in the Mid-American Conference.
On Friday. Petigrew placed second in the
qualifying race with a time of 7.56 seconds, then
placed second in the final.
Pettigrew and the Fakons will have the next
couple weeks off before returning to action
Friday. Feb. 25 when they host the 2011 MAC
Indoor Championships at the Perry Field House.

See NOTES | Page 7

Of the 713 in attendance, most of (hem were

Despite a game-high 20 poinls
and five assists from Dee Brown,
Central Michigan erased an eightpoint second-half deficit to defeat
BG 69-64 Saturday evening at
McGuirk Arena.
The loss drops the Falcons to
12-13 overall and 7-4 in the MidAmerican Conference, while (he
Chippewas improve to 17-7, 4-7 in
(he conference.
BGtooka37-31 lead into halftime
and pushed its lead to eight on a Joe
lakubovvksi layup to start the second half, but the game went backand-forth for (he rest of (he half.
After an A'uston Calhoun 3poin( play gave (he Falcons a 51-49

FACEBOOK

See COLUMN | Page 7

Offensive struggles hurt
Falcons in South Bend

advan(age, CMU regained (he lead
on a |alin Thomas 3-pointer, a lead
it would never relinquish.
Trey Zeigler led (he Chippewas
with 18 points and eight rebounds,
while Thomas and Derek Jackson
each had 17 points.
Brown's 20 poin(s came on 7-of10 shols from (he field and 5-of-6
free throws.
All of BG's starters reached
the scoring column, including Calhoun's 15 points and six
rebounds, Joe Jakubowski's 12
points on 5-of-8 shooting and
Scolt Thomas' near doubledouble with eight points and
nine rebounds.
BG returns to the court Tuesday
when it hosts Akron at 7 p.m.

BG News Sports Staff

BG's offensive struggles continued
this past weekend agains( Notre
Dame, as i( scored (wo goals in
(wo games in a weekend sweep a(
(he hands of (he Irish.
Led by another s(ellar effort from
Andrew Hammond on Friday, the
Falcons (8-21-3, 3-19-3-1 Central
Collegiate Hockey Association) fell
to Notre Dame 2-1 on a goal with
3:14 remaining in the (hird period
by Anders Lee.
Hammond, making his fourth
consecutive start, stopped 36 of
38 Noire Dame shots. It was his
third consecutive game with at
leas( 30 saves.
Mike Fink scored his (hird goal

TENNIS

TWITTER

YPSILANTI. Mich. — Lauren
Prochaska missed (wo days of
prac(ice las( week, spen( the whole
week in a walking boot and was
still (he bes( player on (he court
Saturday afternoon.
Better yel, she was the best
player in the Mid-American
Conference — again.
Prochaska has led her (earn
before, bu( considering (he circumstances Saturday, you'd be
hard pressed (o find anodier
player in the MAC — maybe
the entire NCAA — who could
have done what she did against
Eastern Michigan.
"The story of the night was we
had Lauren — and they didn'(," BG
coach Curt Miller said. "She was
that good. She's a special player,
especially considering tha( foo(
was in a [protective] boot all week
and she is really, really banged up."
But, no matter how "banged up"
she's felt this season, Prochaska has
done more damage to opponents
(his season (han mos( players could
ever do on I wo healthy legs.
I Iers(a(linealonefromSa(urday's
60-55 winagainst F.astern Michigan
is enough to garner MVP and MAC
Player of the Year conversations.
However, her numbers — a season-high37pointsand 12 rebounds
— are just the beginning. To (ruly
understand what Prochaska brings
to (he Falcons, and why she should
win her (hird straight MAC Player
of (he Year award, watch the tape
from Sa(urday.
Prochaska didn'( just score
baskets, she made clu(ch baskets, despite Eastern Michigan
doing everything they could to
contain her.
While she had her highlights in
the first half, including a four-point
play when BG was (railing by seven
points early, the second half was
even more impressive.
With just over 10 minutes
left in (he game she gave her
(earn i(s first lead of the second half, 38-37, on a reverse
layup despite having a pair
of Eastern Michigan players
draped on her shoulders.
Later she connected on back-toback momentum swinging3-pnint-

Andrew
Hammond
Goalie stopped 36-of38 Notre Dame shots
Friday
of the season midway through
the second period to tie the
game at one.
Bryan Rust also scored for Notre
Dame, who took over first place
in the CCHA standings with the
weekend sweep.
On Saturday, Nick Eno received
a start for the first time in 15 days.
He gave up five goals on 35 shots
in a 5-1 loss.
See HOCKEY | Page 7
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Falcons earn win at IPFW

BG opens season with five losses
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The BG tennis team picked up a 5-2 win Saturday
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Gymnasts continue struggles, fall at
EMU for fourth straight MAC loss
By Becky Tener

after that, "she said.
The Falcons then had a
string of "uncharacteristic"
falls on both the floor and
the balance beam.
But lit i did see the return
of sophomore Danielle
Wishart on beam and
junior Kasey Fillmore on
bars, who both were off
those events due to injury.
"It's still just a rocky road, we
need to get more consistent
across the whole lineup, but
I think we're making prog
ress," Beach said. "I felt that
they were very focused on us
and not really worrying about
what Eastern was doing. That
really doesn't affect them."
She said this week the
coaching staff is going to
try to motivate the gymnasts in different ways.
"I'm done yelling at them.
I'm done being strict with
them and that doesn't really produce the results we
want," she said. "I think
we're going to boost the
confidence all week long."
The Falcons will be home
at 2 p.m. in Anderson Arena
Sunday against Ball State.

Senior Reporter

YPSILANTI, Mich. — The
BG women's gymnastics
team lost itsfourth-straight
Mid-American Conference
matchup on Saturday to
Eastern Michigan. 189.5S0
to 185.750.
The Falcons, who are 15 overall, struggled with
performing
consistent
routines. Coach Kerrie
Beach said the disappointment of the meet proved to
her and the coaching staff
that the athletes need to
believe in themselves.
"We just need to get the girls
more confident so they can do
the routines." she said.
Beach said the team had positive momentum mining into
the meet. But after the team
received lower scores than
expected on the uneven bars
and freshman Leah Miko was
injured on vault. Beach said,
the team lost momentum.
"You know every week we've
dealt with something. Leah is
fine, she walked away, but it's
hard to keep the team going
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BALANCE: Kasey Fdlmore performs her routine on the balance beam at Eastern Mcbgan
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we could have got this win."
Freshmen spark
For the first time all season,
Miller had all three freshmen
lillian Halfhill, Noelle Yoder
and Jill Stein - in the game in a
non-blowout situation.
Early in the second half
Miller inserted all three of
his freshmen into the game,
which seemed to give the
team a spark.
"We went on a 9-4 run with
them in the game and more
than anything they gave us
an energy that we seemed to
be lacking, gave us a tempo
that was better for us and they
played fearless."
Up next

TYLERSTABIIE

lilt K,MAS

CHEER: Falcon lans chew on their team at tlie EMU Convocation Center on Saturday Many BG (am made Hie trip to Ypsilanti.

times in the last 10 games.
The Irish took control of
the game midway through
the second period when,
with the score 2-1, Billy
Maday scored on a breakaway right after a BG power
play had ended.
Joe I-avin threw the puck
up ice and found Maday, who
wits just exiting the penalty
box, and he beat lino.
"There's no way that was

"The guys basically quit
playing there in the third
period and left Nick out on
an island," BG coach Chris
Bergeron said.
Cameron Sinclair scored
the lone goal lor the Falcons,
who have now foiled to score
more than one goal eight
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a pass to that guy, just a
no-look backhand to ice it,"
Bergeron said. "What turns
into a situation where we
can't score on the power play
to make it 2-2. we give up
that goal to make it 3-1."
The Falcons gave up two
goals early in the third period
to put the game out of reach.
"I thought for five periods
this weekend we competed pretty well." Bergeron

After going 4-2 against the
MAC West this season, the
Falcons will begin their second go-around in the East
division when they host Ohio
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
BG defeated the Bobcats 6654 in the MAC opener Jan. 5.

said. "The third period
(Saturday) was disappointing, not overly surprised by
it. We haven't quit or given
up at all this year I don't
think, or at least not very
much, but in that third
period we did."
The Falcons return to home
ice this weekend for a series
against Northern Michigan.
It is the last home series of the
season for BG.

ers, the second of which she
was pushed to the floor as
she let the shot go, but still
swished it home.
Connecting on deep 3s,
slicing through the lane
and converting from the
free-throw line — something she's done better
than any other player in
MAC history — Prochaska
was the difference offensively, which would have
been enough to be considered the game's MVP.
However, her impact
didn't stop there.
On defense Prochaska
covered the reigning MAC
Player of the Week Cassie
Schrock, who had been
averaging more than 18
points a game in conference play, for all 40 minutes,
holding her to five points. It
was the first time Schrock
hasn't hit double-digits in
MAC play this season.
"Cassie Schrock is an MVP,
Conference Player of the Year
candidate with what she's
been doing in league play,"
Miller said. "Her numbers
are off the charts. For Lauren
to do what she did against
Cassie is an unbelievable
accomplishment with what
we expect her to do on the
offensive end... and we never
took her out of the game"
While Miller put Schrock
in the conversation for MAC
Player of the Year, the conversation should end as it's
had the past two seasons,
with Prochaska once again

"But one thing I'm
proud of her after
being two-time
MAC Player of the
Year is she hasn't
slumped."
Curt Miller I BG coach

taking home the honors.
"There's going to be arguments for a lot of people in
this league for that," Miller
said. "But one thing I'm
proud of her after being
two-time MAC Player of the
Year is she hasn't slumped.
She's done everything and
more her senior year that we
could ask from her.
"Every night the game plan
is to shut her down or contain her. She continues to find
ways while being guarded by
the best players and schemes
every night."
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MAC Player of the
Year conversation
should end with
Lauren Prochaska

TYLER STABILE I IHIBGKWS

TOUGH SHOT: Lauren Prochaila puis up a one-handed shot over Eastern Michigan's Cassie Shtock during BG's 60-55 win Saturday Prochaska finished with a game-high 37 points and 12 rebounds.

Prochaska's 37 points, 12 rebounds gives
Falcons eighth consecutive 20-win season
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

YPSILANTI. Mich. - The BG women's basketball
learn has been through this before, and Salurday
the Falcons set a Mid-American Conference
record because of it.
The Falcons' 60-55 win at Eastern Michigan
gave them their 20th win of the season - the
team's eighth straight 20-win season - surpassing
Kent State's seven straight 20-win seasons from
1995-96 through 2001-02.
"We're excited about the position we put ourselves in to try to win a seventh straight division
title," said BG coach Curl Miller.
Miller had a combined record of 21-35 in his
first two seasons as coach of the Falcons, but

SPORTS
BRIEF
Pettigrew breaks school
record in 60 meter dash

Falcon fans, which filled most of the lower bowl
behind the players' benches.
"1 want to thank our fans for their tremendous
support at today's game," Miller said. "We had
some supporters who worked hard to organize
a large contingent of fans to make the trip to
Eastern, and we certainly appreciate their efforts.
The fans played a big role in helping us come from
behind to get the win today.
Throughout the game, chants of "B-G-S-U" circulated the arena, which made it feel like a home
game for the Falcons.
Sea of Orange
"It was great," BG guard Lauren Prochaska said.
All fans wearing a red shirt were admitted free "Our fans travel really well and we appreciate what
to the game, but orange was the dominant color they do for us. Without them today I don't think
at the Convocation Center.
See NOTES | Page 7
Of the 713 in attendance, most of them were
went 21-10 in 2003-04,23-8 in 2004-05 and won at
least 26 games in each of the next five years.
At 20-4 this season, BG has won at least 20
games for the 16th time in school history, which
is also a MAC record.
The Falcons, who are 8-3 in conference
play, are in sole possession of first place in
the MAC Hast after Kent State lost at Central
Michigan on Saturday.
BG is a game ahead of the Golden Flashes and
two games in front of third place Buffalo.

Men's basketball drops
final cross-divisional game
BG News Sports Staff

Track and field sophomore Jeanerte
Pettigrew broke the BG record in the 60 meter
dash Saturday as the Fakons competed at the
Alton Invitational.
Pettigiew's time o( 7.47 seconds broke !he
schoofs previous mark o( 751 seconds, set in
2007. Het time also is the second-best mark this
season in the Mid-American Conference.
On Friday. Petigrew placed second in the
qualifying race with a time of 756 seconds, then
placed second in the final.
Pettigrew and the Fakons will have the next
couple weeks off before returning to action
Friday, Feb. 25 when they host the 2011 MAC
Indoor Championships at the Perry Field House.

FACEB00K

Despite a game-high 20 points
and five assists from Dee Brown,
Cental Michigan erased an eightpoint second-half deficit to defeat
BG 69-64 Saturday evening at
McGuirk Arena.
The loss drops the Falcons to
12-13 overall and 7-4 in the MidAmerican Conference, while the
Chippewas improve to 17-7,4-7 in
the conference.
BG took a 37-31 lead into halftime
and pushed its lead to eight on a loe
lakubowksi layup to start the second half, but the game went backand-forth for the rest of the half.
After an A'uston Calhoun 3point play gave the Falcons a 51-49

See COLUMN | Page 7

Offensive struggles hurt
Falcons in South Bend

advantage, CMU regained the lead
on a lalin Thomas :i pointer, a lead
it would never relinquish.
Trey Zeigler led the Chippewas
with 18 points and eight rebounds,
while Thomas and Derek lackson
each had 17 points.
Brown's 20 points came on 7-of10 shots from the field and 5-of-6
free throws.
All of BG's starters reached
the scoring column, including Calhoun's 15 points and six
rebounds, loe lakubowski's 12
points on 5-of-8 shooting and
Scott Thomas' near doubledouble with eight points and
nine rebounds.
BG returns to the court Tuesday
when it hosts Akron at 7 p.m.

TWITTER

YPSILANTI, Mich. — Lauren
Prochaska missed two days of
practice last week, spent the whole
week in a walking boot and was
still the best player on the court
Saturday afternoon.
Better yet, she was the best
player in the Mid-American
Conference — again.
Prochaska has led her team
before, but considering the circumstances Saturday, you'd be
hard pressed to find another
player in the MAC — maybe
the entire NCAA — who could
have done what she did against
Eastern Michigan.
"The story of the night was we
had Lauren — and they didn't," BG
coach Curt Miller said. "She was
that good. She's a special player,
especially considering that foot
was in a Iprotectivel boot all week
and she is really, really banged up."
But, no matter how "banged up"
she's felt this season, Prochaska has
done more damage to opponents
this season than most players could
ever do on two healthy legs.
HerstatlinealonefromSaturday's
60-55 win against Eastern Michigan
is enough to garner MVP and MAC
Player of the Year conversations.
However, her numbers — a season-high 37 points and 12rebounds
— are just the beginning. To truly
understand what Prochaska brings
to the Falcons, and why she should
win her third straight MAC Player
of the Year award, watch the tape
from Saturday.
Prochaska didn't just score
baskets, she made clutch baskets, despite Eastern Michigan
doing everything they could to
contain her.
While she had her highlights in
the first half, including a four-point
play when BG was trailing by seven
points early, the second half was
even more impressive.
With just over 10 minutes
left in the game she gave her
team its first lead of the second half, 38-37, on a reverse
layup despite having a pair
of Eastern Michigan players
draped on her shoulders.
Later she connected on back-toback momentum swinging 3 -point-

BG News Sports Staff

BG's offensive struggles continued
this past weekend against Notre
Dame, as it scored two goals in
two games in a weekend sweep at
the hands of the Irish.
Led by another stellar effort from
Andrew Hammond on Friday, the
Falcons (8-21-3, 3-19-3-1 Central
Collegiate Hockey Association) fell
to Notre Dame 2-1 on a goal with
3:14 remaining in the third period
by Anders Lee.
Hammond, making his fourth
consecutive start, stopped 36 of
38 Notre Dame shots. It was his
third consecutive game with at
least 30 saves.
Mike Fink scored his third goal

TENNIS

Andrew
Hammond
Goalie stopped 56-of38 Notre Dame shots
Friday
of the season midway through
the second period to tie the
game at one.
Bryan Rust also scored for Notre
Dame, who took over first place
in the CCHA standings with the
weekend sweep.
On Saturday, Nick Eno received
a start for the first time in 15 days.
He gave up five goals on 35 shots
in a 5-1 loss.
See HOCKEY | Page 7

SOFTBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons earn win at IFfW

BG opens season with five losses

Become a (an of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG tennis team picked up a S-2 win Saturday

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

at IFfW for to six win in the last seven contests.

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

The falcons niproye to 6-2 this season and wl

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twfltsr.com/bgmwsiportt

travel to Golorado red week for a pair of matches.

The BG tennis team scored only five runs at the
ISU Tiger Classic and lost at five of its games to
open the 2011 season. Check out Tuesday's edttjon of The BG News for a III recap.

SPORTS
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Gymnasts continue struggles, fall at
EMU for fourth straight MAC loss
By Backy T«n«r
Senior Reporter

YPSILANT1, Mich. — The
BG women's gymnastics
teamlostitsfourth-straight
Mid-American Conference
matchup on Saturday to
Eastern Michigan, 189.550
to 185.750.
The Falcons, who are 15 overall, struggled with
performing
consistent
routines. Coach Kerrie
Beach said the disappointment of the meet proved to
her and the coaching staff
that the athletes need to
believe in themselves.
"We just need to get the giris
more confident so they can do
the routines," she said.
Beach said the team had positive momentum coming into
the meet. But after the leant
received lower scores than
expected on the uneven bars
and freshman I.eah Miko was
injured on vault, Beach said,
the team lost momentum.
"You know every week we've
dealt with something Leah is
fine, she walked away, but it's
hard to keep the team going

after that," she said.
The Falcons then had a
string of "uncharacteristic"
falls on both the floor and
the balance beam.
But BG did see the return
of sophomore Danielle
Wishart on beam and
junior Kasey Fillmore on
bars, who both were off
those events due to injury.
"It's still just a rocky road, we
need to get more consistent
across the whole lineup, but
I think we're making progress," Beach said. "I felt that
they were very focused on us
and not really worrying about
what Eastern was doing. That
really doesn't affect them."
She said this week the
coaching staff is going to
try to motivate the gymnasts in different ways.
"I'm done yelling at them,
I'm done being strict with
them and that doesn't really produce the results we
want," she said. "I think
we're going to boost the
confidence all week long."
The Falcons will be home
at 2 p.m. in Anderson Arena
Sunday against Ball State.
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B A LANCE: Kasey Filmore performs her rouone on the balance beam at Eastern Mkhrjan

COLUMN
From Page 6

we could have got this win."
Freshmen spark
For the first time all season,
Miller had all three freshmen
- Jillian HalfhiU, Noelle Yoder
and Jill Stein - in the game in a
non-blowout situation.
Early in the second half
Miller inserted all three of
his freshmen into the game,
which seemed to give the
team a spark.
"We went on a 9-4 run with
them in the game and more
than anything they gave us
an energy that we seemed to
be lacking, gave us a tempo
that was better for us and they
played fearless."

r"~j Up next
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CHEER: Falcon fans cheer on their team at the EMU Convocation Center on Saturday. Many BG fans made the trip to Ypsilanti

times in the last 10 games.
The Irish took control of
the game midway through
the second period when,
with the score 2-1, Billy
Maday scored on a breakaway right after a BG power
play had ended.
Joe Lavin threw the puck
up ice and found Maday, who
was just exiting the penalty
box, and he beat Eno.
"There's no way that was

"The guys basically quit
playing there in the third
period and left Nick out on
an island," BG coach Chris
Bergeron said.
Cameron Sinclair scored
the lone goal for the Falcons,
who have now failed to score
more than one goal eight
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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After going 4-2 against the
MAC West this season, the
Falcons will begin their second go-around in the East
division when they host Ohio
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
BG defeated the Bobcats 6654 in the MAC opener Jan. 5.

a pass to that guy, just a said. "The third period
no-look backhand to ice it," (Saturday) was disappointBergeron said. "What turns ing, not overly surprised by
into a situation where we it. We haven't quit or given
can't score on the power play up at all this year I don't
to make it 2-2, we give up think, or at least not very
much, but in that third
that goal to make it 3-1."
The Falcons gave up two period we did."
The Falcons return to home
goals early in the third period
ice this weekend for a series
to put the game out of reach.
"I thought forfive periods against Northern Michigan.
this weekend we compet- It is the last home series of the
ed pretty well." Bergeron season for BG.

ers, the second of which she
was pushed to the floor as
she let the shot go, but still
swished it home.
Connecting on deep 3s,
slicing through the lane
and converting from the
free-throw line — something she's done better
than any other player in
MAC. history — Prochaska
was the difference offensively, which would have
been enough to be considered the game's MVP.
However, her impact
didn't stop there.
On defense Prochaska
covered the reigning MAC
Player of the Week Cassie
Schrock, who had been
averaging more than 18
points a game in conference play, for all 40 minutes,
holding her to five points. It
was the first time Schrock
hasn't hit double-digits in
MAC play this season.
"Cassie Schrock is an MVP,
Conference Player of the Year
candidate with what she's
been doing in league play,"
Miller said. "Her numbers
are off the charts. For Lauren
to do what she did against
Cassie is an unbelievable
accomplishment with what
we expect her to do on the
offensive end... and we never
took her out of the game."
While Miller put Schrock
in the conversation for MAC
Player of the Year, the conversation should end as it's
had the past two seasons,
with Prochaska once again

"But one thing I'm
proud of her after
being two-time
MAC Player of the
Year is she hasn't
slumped."
Cutt Miller I BG coach

taking home the honors.
"There's going to be arguments for a lot of people in
this league for that," Miller
said. "But one thing I'm
proud of her after being
two-time MAC Player of the
Year is she hasn't slumped.
She's done everything and
more her senior year that we
could ask from her.
"Every night the game plan
is to shut her down or contain her. She continues to find
ways while being guarded by
the best players and schemes
every night."

HVYWOODAPTS.
Studios/1 Bdrm

.SPRING/SUMMER
I EASES 2011
Sign one year lease, get half
of 1" months real FREE!
•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrancc
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
• •Short-term leases available

419-352-7691

HHO

cormorantco.com

FALCONS vs. Akron

TIES1AY, FE11IA1Y IB - 7:00pm
AIUlflUAlBIA

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water. Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Bask Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> FreeWatet&Trash

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office 400 E. Napolean Rd ■ 419.352.9135

Hey Falcon fanal February 15 is BG Community Night when your BGSU
Falcons take on Akron at 7:00pm. Tickets are only $6.00 for fans presenting]
ID'S with a Bowling Green zip code at the BGSU Ticket Office and the first
500 tans will receive All-Anderson collectible cards 11 and 12... BE THERE!

»77 fiGSU.TICKET

aGSUFJIICtNS.COM

Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am 5pm, Sat 11 am ■ 3pm

> Free DVD Library

T
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In Brenton, Alabama, there is a law in the
town's books against riding down the
street in a motor boat.
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For Rent
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Services Offered
AVON products, buy or sell.
Earn 40V $10 start up tree gitt
Call Kim at 419-353-0494

• Lrg 3 & 4 BR apis, $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

1 BR apt. 854 8th St. $400/mo .
elec w/ S400 security dep.
Nopals Call 419-392-3354
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Call 419-601-3225

ACROSS
1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11.

2BR-404 1/2 S. College
S675/mo * utilities, A/C, W/D incl
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
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1 room eflic. shared bath.
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail Aug 15, 2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1 st

■
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PT Seasonal Park LaborerMaintenance
BG Partis & Recreation
The City ot Bowling Green's
Parks & Recreation Department is
seeking qualified, dependable individuals for its part-time seasonal
maintenance stati Pay Range
$7.40 - $11 00 per hour, no Iringe
benefits. Must be able to work
flexible schedule up to 40 hours
per week for the full term ol the
temporary employment including
evening and weekends Must be
at least 18 years old and have a
valid driver's license. Experience
with building custodial, grounds.
aquatic facility, small tractor
and/or softball field maintenance
beneficial. Employment will be
through a temporary agency
Individuals hired will not be City of
Bowling Green employees Temp
agency applications are available
in the City's Personnel Department at 304 North Church Street.
Bowling Green, OH or online at
htip_//www Ipoohio prg/dep<v_tments/perscmnel-departmenty
employment-opportunities
(Resume's alone unacceptable.)
Completed applications should be
returned to the Personnel
Department. For more information
please contact the Personnel
Department by phone at:
(419) 354-6200, or by email at:
BGPersonnelC'bgohio org
Deadline tor making application is
4 30pm March 18.2011
AA/EEO

5

1

1 Grew older
5 American _ : Pacific territory
45
10 Employee protection org.
48
14 Chore list heading
50
15 Old Geo model
51
16 Carrot or turnip
52
17 Legendary spnng that creates
55
spring chickens?
57
20 Garment border
58
21 "I'll treat!"
59
22 Three, in Tunn
60
23 College concentration
66
26 Pungent salad green
67
27 Mighty long time
68
28 Stat for Mariano Rivera
69
29 CEO's degree
70
31 Ford classics
71
33 Carvey ot "Wayne's World"
35 Karaoke singer, usually
38 Grammy revoked from Mill) Vanill i
42 Polite "Ready to go?"
43 Linger in the tub

■

1
2
3
4

DOJ division
Bit of baby babble
Academic URL ender
Hawaiian who sang "Pearty
Shells"
5 Inbox junk
6 Magnate Onassis
7 23-Across opposite
8 Atmospheric layer
9 Car sound system
10 El Dorado gold
11 Justice replaced by
40 Campbell's product
Sotomayor
41 Fictional plantation
12Souped-upride
44 Reunion group
13 Aegean capital
45 Entangles
18 Time in office
46 Decline to participate
19 "I agree, however...
47 Grapefruit-flavored
23 _ school
diet drink
24 Part of UAE.
25 Dick's storybook part- « Academic sports org
53 Detective Wolfe and
ner
an emperor
26 Caravan creature
54 'Obviously!"
30 Gtrl group with the
56 Throat bacteria
1986 *1 hit "Venus"
59 Tip jar bids
32 Spring blossom
61 Heart test letters
34 Admin, aide
62 Suffix with Canton
36 Pointy tool
63 Anticipatory time
37 Like a lion's coat
39 It "comes on little cat 64 Trivial point
65 Dnnk by a dartboard
feet," m a Sandburg

poem
Start to melt
Bordeaux brush-off
Paranormal showman Geller
"Fresh Air" airer
Rear end
Political aficionado's station
Absorbed, as a cost

ANSWERS

Circular cookie
Stable tidbit
Portland Trail Blazers" home
Good fortune
Cursor controller
Diabolical
Fawns father
Campfire remains
Name that can precede the
first word of 17-. 38-or 60Across
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Just Go With It [PG-13]
-4:30 7:20 10 05
Gnomeo and Juliet [G]
•4.55 7.25 9:50
Justin Bieber:Never Say
Never [G]
•4:25 7:05 9:45
Sanctum [H]
•440 7:15 10:00
No Strings Attached [R]
•4:20 7:30 10:10
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2, 3 4 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St
Avail May S August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456.
www.rutlerdudley.com
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SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS ■
Children's sleep-away camp.
Notlheasl Pennsylvania
6/18-8/14.
II you love children and wanl a
caring, lun environment we need
Counselors for Tennis. Swimming. Goll. Gymnaslics. Cheerleading. Drama. High & Low
Ropes, Team Sports. Waterskimg. Sailing. Painting/Drawing.
Ceramics. Silkscreen. Printmakmg. Batik. Jewelry. Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture. Guitar.
Aerobics Sell-Detense. Video.
Piano. Other: Administrative.
CDL Driver. Nurses
(RN's and Nursing Students).
Bookkeeper Nanny
On campus interviews on
February 23 Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Stall!
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at.
www campwaynegiris com
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@www.dacor.nei
or call 419.352.3S6B

!ilO Weitl Waasinr ■awllna Creoii
3 BR house. 404 S College
S625/mo plus ulil.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850.

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239.

426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom,

$950'mo, utils inc. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. SI 100/mo.
Avail lor 11-12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www. BGApartmenls.com

May houses - close to campus:
145&248Troup-3BR.
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR
128 S 1/2 S. Summit- 6 BR.
Call 419-308-0736 lor lull listings

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRenlals.
all next lo campus 353-0325.
Avail. August 2011.3 BR houses.
excellent cond,close lo BGSU
812 3rd SI - $800/mo.
832 3rd SI - $850/mo.
606 5th St - S800/mo.
112ClaySt-$800/mo.
118 Clay SI • $950/mo.
218DNISl-S1,000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N. Enterpnse-S550
1 BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.

Call 419-308-2456 lor more mlo.

Jay-Mar 803 /815 8th St - 2BRs.
$475-495/mo -fgas/elec. A/C,
D/W university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.

Large 1 BR, near campus.
Avail Fall 2011, $475/mo,
utilsincl Call 419-352-5882
May-12 month leases
424 S. Summit -9tudio - $275/mo
230 N Enterprise -1br - $385/mo
322 E Court • 1 br - $455/mo.
453 S Prospect • 1 br - $330/mo
266 Manville - 2br -$610/mo.

420 S. College - 3br - S690/mo
Brick home. 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882

837 3rd St - 3br • $855/mo.
www.BQApartmanti.com

419-352-8917

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D.
249 Manville - S975/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S. College - S900/mo,
831 Fifth St.- S675/mo.

419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www.lroboserentals.com
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable, WIFi,
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd.

$365-$395/mo ♦ alec.

1BR apts avail, newly updated,
laundry on site, great location,

wiyw^igniaadmamLcBm
Call 419-354-6036
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[MysTicTANi 0nly$10!
tit Main Street Location Only • One Time Purchase
EXPiRFS 2/2fl

• Newer construction
• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases
• Ceramic tile
•$875(12/mo)
CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

• 842/846/723 7th street

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
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